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Quantum teleportation with squeezed vacuum states

G. J. Milburn1 and Samuel L. Braunstein2
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~Received 11 December 1998!

We show how the partial entanglement inherent in a two-mode squeezed vacuum state admits two different
teleportation protocols. These two protocols refer to the different kinds of joint measurements that may be
made by the sender. One protocol is the recently implemented quadrature phase approach of Braunstein and
Kimble @Phys. Rev. Lett.80, 869~1998!#. The other is based on recognizing that a two-mode squeezed vacuum
state is also entangled with respect to photon-number difference and phase sum. We show that this protocol can
also realize teleportation; however, limitations can arise due to the fact that the photon-number spectrum is
bounded from below by zero. Our examples show thata given entanglement resource may admit more than a
single teleportation protocol and the question then arises as to what is the optimum protocol in the general
case. @S1050-2947~99!08808-3#

PACS number~s!: 03.67.Hk, 03.67.Lx, 42.50.2p
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the central results in the rapidly developing fie
of quantum information theory is the possibility of perfect
transferring an unknown quantum state from a target sys
at the sender’s locationA to another identical system at th
receiver’s locationB. This is called teleportation and require
that the sender and receiver share a maximally entan
state, and further, that they communicate via a class
channel. The original proposal of Bennettet al. @1# was
posed in terms of systems with a two-dimensional Hilb
space @quantum-bits ~qubits! @2##. However, recently
Furasawaet al. @4#, using a proposal of Braunstein an
Kimble @3#, have demonstrated that the method can also
applied to entangled systems with an infinite-dimensio
Hilbert space, specifically for harmonic-oscillator states.
that work, a coherent state was teleported using an entan
ment resource that consisted of a two-mode squee
vacuum state. The joint measurements required for tele
tation are the joint quadrature phase on the target system
that part of the entangled resource shared by the rece
The essential feature exploited in the scheme of Furas
et al. is the well-known fact that a two-mode squeez
vacuum state is an approximation to an EPR~Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen! state, which had previously been shown
Vaidman @5# to enable teleportation of continuous obse
ables. However, a squeezed vacuum state is also~imper-
fectly! entangled in number and phase. Can this entan
ment be used as a teleportation resource as well?

In this paper we show that by making joint number a
phase measurements this entanglement can also be use
teleportation. However, because the number operato
bounded from below, there are limits on the ability to te
port a quantum state with this protocol.

Suppose that at some prior time a two-mode squee
vacuum state is generated and that one mode is open to
operations and measurements at the sender’s locationA by
observer Alice, while the other mode is open to local ope
tions and measurements in the receiver’s locationB, by ob-
server Bob. Alice and Bob can communicate via a class
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~2!/937~6!/$15.00
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communication channel. Thus Alice and Bob each have
cess to one of the two entangled subsystems described

uE&AB5A~12l2! (
n50

`

lnun&A^ un&B . ~1!

This state is generated from the vacuum state by the uni
transformation

U~r !5e2r (a†b†2ab), ~2!

wherel5tanhr and wherea,b refer to the mode accessibl
to Alice and the mode accessible to Bob, respectively.

The entanglement of this state can be viewed in two wa
First, as an entanglement between quadrature phases i
two modes~EPR entanglement!; and second as an entangl
ment between number and phase in the two modes. We
easily show that this state approximates the entanglemen
an EPR state in the limitl˜1 or r˜`. The quadrature
phase entanglement is easily seen by calculating the effe
the squeezing transformation, Eq.~2!, in the Heisenberg pic-
ture. We first define the quadrature phase operators for
two modes,

X̂A5a1a†, ~3!

ŶA52 i ~a2a†!, ~4!

X̂B5b1b†, ~5!

ŶB52 i ~b2b†!. ~6!

Then

Var~X̂A1X̂B!52e22r , ~7!

Var~ŶA2ŶB!52e22r , ~8!

where Var(A)5^A2&2^A&2 is the variance. Thus in the limi
of r˜` the stateuE& approaches a simultaneous eigenst
937 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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938 PRA 60G. J. MILBURN AND SAMUEL L. BRAUNSTEIN
of X̂A1X̂B and ŶA2ŶB . This is the analogue of the EP
state with position replaced by the real quadraturesX̂ and the
momentum replaced by the imaginary quadraturesŶ.

This state is also entangled with respect to the correla
specified by the statement:an equal number of photons i
each mode. However, it is not a perfectly entangled sta
which would require the~unphysical! case of a uniform dis-
tribution over correlated states. It can approach a perfe
entangled state of photon number asymptotically in the li
l˜1. The reduced density operator of each mode i
thermal-like state with mean photon number

n̄5
l2

12l2
, ~9!

and thus the limit of a perfectly entangled state can o
occur as the mean photon number goes to infinity, which
not physical. For finite excitation, the distribution of corr
lated states is very close to uniform for valuesn,e2r . This
suggests that in practice this state can be used as a per
entangled state of photon number, provided all other st
available have significant support on the photon-number
sis up to a maximum value ofn!e2r . We now show that this
is indeed true if this state is used as a teleportation resou

In the case of number and phase, it is obvious that
squeezed vacuum state is the zero eigenstate of the nu
difference operator

Ĵz5
1

2
~a†a2b†b!. ~10!

Not so obvious is the fact that, asl˜1, the two modes
become anticorrelated in phase. To see this we compute
canonical joint phase distribution for the two modes us
the projection operator valued measure,

ufA ,fB&5 (
n,m50

`

einfA1 imfBun&A^ um&B , ~11!

normalized on @2p,p# with respect to the measur
dfAdfB/4p2. The joint distribution is

P~fA ,fB!5
12l2

u12lei (fA1fB)u2
. ~12!

As l˜1, this distribution becomes very sharply peaked
fA52fB . Thus the photon number in each mode is p
fectly correlated while the phase in each mode is highly
ticorrelated.

II. TELEPORTATION

A. Teleportation using a quadrature EPR state

We first show how teleportation of continuous variables
possible using a perfect quadrature phase QND~quantum
nondemolition! measurement between two optical modesA
andB to create the entanglement resource. The state th
produced is an optical analogue of the EPR state discu
by Vaidman@5#. Our presentation is completely equivalent
n
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that given by Vaidman; however, we will use more conve
tional quantum optics notation.

Consider the following entangled state of two modesA
andB:

uX1 ,P1&AB5e2 iŶAX̂BuX1&A^ uY1&B, ~13!

where the quadrature phase operatorsŶA ,X̂B are defined in
Eq. ~6! and the states appearing in this equation are
quadrature phase eigenstates,

X̂AuX1&A5X1uX1&A ,

ŶBuY1&B5Y1uY1&B .

One then easily verifies that the state defined in Eq.~13! is a
simultaneous eigenstate ofX̂A2X̂B andŶA1ŶB with respec-
tive eigenvalues,X1 ,Y1. The unitary transformation in Eq
~13! is generated by the perfect QND HamiltonianH
5ŶAX̂B , which realizes a QND coupling between modesA
andB. It is also the prototype measurement coupling Ham
tonian first defined by von Neumann.

It is important to realize that all perfect QND coupling
are a source of entanglement and a potential resource
teleportation. For example, the original teleportation sche
@1# is based on qubit Bell states that can be generated
single qubit rotations together with a controlled not~C-NOT!
gate. In this case the C-NOT gate provides the entanglemen
The C-NOT gate is itself is based on an ideal QND interacti
in which the target qubit is the apparatus for measuring
state of the control qubit. If the target qubit is prepared in
logical zero state it will only change if the control qubit sta
is in a logical one state, and in all cases the state of
control qubit is unchanged. The control not gate itself can
realized by a simple controlled phase shift gate between
qubits. Such an interaction does nothing unless the stat
both qubits is a logical one in which case the state acquir
p phase shift. For example, if we code our logical states
bosonic Fock states, such that the logical zero is the z
Fock state and the logical one is the one Fock state,
mutual phase shift between two modes with annihilation
eratorsa and b can be realized by the QND number me
surement interactionHI5\ka†ab†b @6#. In optics this inter-
action has been realized at the level of very few photons
cavity QED with very small cavities@7#.

Needless to say the EPR state is not a physical state
because the QND interaction cannot be achieved, but
cause the quadrature phase eigenstates appearing in Eq~13!
are infinite energy states. However, we can use arbitra
close approximations to these states, given a sufficient
ergy resource, as in the case of a squeezed vacuum
discussed below.

In the protocol for teleportation based on this state,
now consider another mode, the target modeT, in an un-
known stateuc&T . Joint quadrature phase measurements
X̂T2X̂A and ŶT1ŶA are made on modesT andA, yielding
two real numbers,X2 and Y2, respectively. The total inpu
state for the teleportation protocol is

uC in&5uc&T^ uX1 ,Y1&AB . ~14!
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PRA 60 939QUANTUM TELEPORTATION WITH SQUEEZED VACUUM STATES
The~unnormalized! conditional state of the total system aft
the measurement onA andT is given by the projection

uC̃out
(X2 ,P2)

&5AT^X2 ,Y2uc&TuX1 ,Y1&AB^ uX2 ,Y2&AT .
~15!

Using Eq. ~13! we may then write the conditional state
modeB as

uf (X2 ,P2)&B5@P~X2 ,Y2!#21/2F̂~X2 ,Y2!uY1&B , ~16!

where

P~X2 ,Y2!5B^Y1uF̂†F̂uY1&B ~17!

is the probability for the results (X2 ,Y2). The stateuY1&B is
an eigenstate ofŶB with eigenvalueY1, which is determined
by the initial choice of entangled state forA and B. The
operatorF̂ acts only on modeB and is defined by

F̂~X2 ,Y2!5AT^X2 ,Y2ue2 iŶAX̂Buc&T^ uX1&A . ~18!

Using the definition of the stateuX2 ,Y2&AT ,

uX2 ,Y2&AT5eiX̂AŶTuX2&T^ uY2&A, ~19!

whereX̂TuX2&T5X2uX2&T andŶAuY2&A5Y2uY2&A , it is pos-
sible to show that

uc (X2 ,P2)&B5eiX2Y2eiX2ŶBe2 iP2X̂Buc&B . ~20!

Thus up to a phase factor and two simple unitary trans
mations, the conditional state ofB is the same as the initia
unknown state of the targetT. If A now sends the results o
the measurements (X2 ,Y2) to the receiverB, the phase factor
and two unitary transformations can be removed by lo
operations that correspond to a displacement in phase s
by X2 in the real quadrature direction andY2 in the imagi-
nary quadrature direction. The initial state ofT has then been
‘‘teleported’’ to modeB at a distant location.

B. Squeezed-vacuum-state teleportation using quadrature
measurements

In the Introduction we noted that the squeezed vacu
state

uE&5e2r (a†b†2ab)u0&AB ~21!

is an approximation of the quadrature EPR state discusse
Sec. II A. In the limit of infinite squeezing, this state b
comes equivalent to the EPR state. We now show that
two-mode squeezed vacuum state can be used for telep
tion with a fidelity that approaches unity as the squeez
increases to infinity.

We again assume perfect projective measurements o
joint quadrature phase quantitiesX̂T2X̂A andŶA1ŶB on the
target state and the sender’s part of the entangled modA,
with the resultsX and Y, respectively. The~unnormalized!
conditional state of the total system after the measureme
then seen to be given by
r-
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uC̃ (X,Y)&5T^Xu ^ A^YueiŶTX̂Auc&TuE&AB . ~22!

It is then easy to show that the state of modeB at the receiver
is the pure stateufXY(r )&B with the wave function~in theX̂B
representation!,

fXY~x1 ,x2 ;r !5E
2`

`

dx1dx2eix1YG~x1 ,x2 ;r !c~X2x1!,

~23!

where c(x)5T^xuc&T is the wave function for the targe
state we seek to teleport. The kernel is given by

G~x1 ,x2 ;r !5
1

A2p
expF2

1

4
~x11x2!2e2r

2
1

4
~x12x2!2e22r G . ~24!

This state is clearly not the same as the state we soug
teleport. However, in the limit of infinite squeezingr˜`,
we find thatG(x1 ,x2 ;r )˜d(x11x2) and the state of modeB
approaches

ufXY~r !&B˜eiXYe2 iY X̂BeiXŶBuc&B , ~25!

which, up to the expected unitary translations in phase-sp
is the required teleported state.

C. Squeezed-vacuum-state teleportation using number
and phase measurements

In this section we explore to what extent teleportation
possible using the number phase entanglement implicit in
squeezed vacuum state. In this case we expand the ta
state in the photon number basis as

uc&T5 (
m50

`

cmum&T . ~26!

Thus the input state to the receiver and sender is

uC in&5~12l2!1/2 (
n,m50

`

lncmum&T^ un&A^ un&B . ~27!

To facilitate the description of the joint measurements t
need to be made onT andA modes at the receiver, we defin
the eigenstates of the operator

Ĵz5
1

2
~N̂T2N̂A! ~28!

whereN̂T ,N̂A are the number operators for modesT andA,
respectively. These eigenstates can be written as pseud
gular momentum states as

Ĵzu j ,k&AT5ku j ,k&AT, ~29!

where the eigenvlauej of Ĵ2 is determined by the resultĴ2

5N̂/2(N̂/211), whereN̂5N̂A1N̂T is the total photon num-
ber operator for modesT and A with eigenvlaue N
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940 PRA 60G. J. MILBURN AND SAMUEL L. BRAUNSTEIN
50,1,2, . . . . In that casej 5N/2. The relationship betwee
the state Eq.~29! and the original product number basis is

u j ,k&AT5u j 1k&T^ u j 2k&A . ~30!

The combined state of the entire system may now be wri

uC in&5~12l2!1/2(
j 50

`

(
k52 j

j

l j 2kcj 1ku j ,k&AT^ u j 2k&B .

~31!

Note that in this equation the sum overj ,k is over half inte-
gers as well as integers.

The teleportation protocol for number and phase requ
that Alice make two measurements of a joint quantity onA
andT. In this case the first measurement will seek to de
mine one half the photon number difference as represe
by Ĵz , while the second measurement will seek to determ
the phase sum of the two modes. For the first measurem
the possible results arek5$0,6 1

2 ,61,6 3
2 , . . . %. Consider

first the case ofk.0. The conditional~unnormalized! state
of the entire system is

uC (k)&5~12l2!1/2(
n50

`

lncn12kun12k&T^ un&A^ un&B ,

~32!

where we have returned to the product number basis
preparation for the next measurement of the phase sum
the measurement result was negativek,0, the conditional
unnormalized state is

uC (2k)&5~12l2!1/2(
n50

`

ln12kcnun&T^ un12k&A

^ un12k&B . ~33!

The secondmeasurement is a measurement of the jo
total phase operator for modesT andA, defined by the pro-
jection operator valued measure

uf1&^f1u5 (
n,m50

`

(
k52min(n,m)

k5min(n,m)

un,k&AT^k,mue2 i (n2m)f1.

~34!

Now, it must be said at once that such measurements
unphysical; however, they do represent the limit of perfec
valid ~though rather impractical! discrete phase measur
ments@6#. As a result of this measurement, Alice has a va
f1 for the phase. The corresponding conditional state
modeB, given a positive number difference measuremen

uc (k,f1)&B5
~12l2!1/2

AP1~k!
(
n50

`

lncn12ke
2 if1(n1k)un&B ,

~35!

while if a negative number difference result were obtain
the state of modeB would be
n
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uc (2k,f1)&B5
~12l2!1/2

AP2~2k!
(
n50

`

ln12kcne2 i (n2k)f1un12k&B ,

~36!

whereP(k) is in fact the probability for Alice to obtain the
resultk. This is given by

P1~k!5~12l2! (
n50

`

l2nucn12ku2, ~37!

P2~2k!5~12l2! (
n52k

`

l2nucn22ku2, ~38!

with k taken as positive in both equations.
Now it only remains for Alice to communicate to Bo

what value she got for the two measurements, that is,
valuesk andf1 , and for Bob to find the appropriate cond
tional unitary transformations to reconstruct the state. T
phase displacement part is quite straightforward. The
ceiverB applies the local unitary transformation

U~6k,f!5eif(N̂B6k), ~39!

whereNB is the number operator for the modeB. After this
transformation the states become

uc (k)&5
~12l2!1/2

AP1~k!
(

n52k

`

ln22kcnun22k&B , ~40!

uc (2k)&5
~12l2!1/2

AP2~2k!
(
n50

`

ln12kcnun12k&B , ~41!

with k.0 in both cases. Naively one might think that we c
now apply a number displacement operator, either up
down by 2k, to reconstruct the state in a fashion analogous
the case of quadrature teleportation. While formally we c
construct such an operator~see below!, there is going to be a
problem with the casek.0, as all the coefficients for photo
numbers less than 2k will be missing. This result is directly
attributable to the fact that the spectrum of the number
erator is bounded below by zero. We must accept this a
limit to teleportation when number phase measurements
used and keep this in mind when trying to find more gene
teleportation schemes in the future.

What is the number displacement operator? The gener
of displacements for number must be the canonical ph
Formally this is defined by

D~k!5E
2p

p

dfeikfuf&^fu, ~42!

where

uf&5 (
n50

`

einfun&. ~43!

The fact that these basis states are not normalizable indic
that it is impossible in practice to realize a true number d
placement operator. However, there are schemes that ca
produce arbitrarily well a number displacement@8,9#.
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PRA 60 941QUANTUM TELEPORTATION WITH SQUEEZED VACUUM STATES
We first consider the example of the target state prepa
in the number stateuN&. In this case the probability of ob
taining a resultm for the measurement of the photon-numb
difference operator 2Ĵz on A andT is

P~m!5H ~12l2!l2(N2m), m<N

0, m.N
~44!

wherem50,1,2, . . . . Themost probable result ism5N, in
which case the teleported state is the vacuum stateu0&B ,
which, given the datam5N may be displaced back touN&B ,
independent of the value ofl. Indeed, it is easy to see tha
we can teleport a number state perfectly, regardless of
value of l, provided that we can make number displac
ments. This is in contrast to the quadrature case where fi
ity does depend onl. This is a consequence of the perfe
correlation between photon number for each mode in
squeezed vacuum state. However, the probabilities for dif
ent values of the photon number difference inA and T do
depend on the value ofl.

Next consider the case of a coherent stateua&. This state
has a Poisson photon-number distribution with a mean on̄
5uau2. The probability of observing a photon-number diffe
encem between the target and the sender modeA is

P~m!5H l22umu~12l2!e2uau2(12l2), m,0

~12l2!e2uau2(
n50

`

l2n
uau2(n1m)

~n1m!!
, m>0

~45!

wherem52k is an integer. This distribution is shown in Fig
1, with a56,l50.99. Note that the distribution is relativel
flat aroundm50, that is, around equal photon numbers
both A and T. It is easy to see that, whenl˜1, the rapid
fall-off occurs for valuesm.n̄. This is not too surprising, a
the most likely photon number in modeT is just n̄, and thus
this is the largest possible value for the photon-number
ference between modesA and T. However, the minimum
value form ~which is negative! is determined by the larges

FIG. 1. The probability distribution for obtaining a resultm for
the number difference operatorNT2NA for a coherent state in the
target witha56.0,l50.99.
d

r

he
-
el-
t
e
r-

f-

photon number in modeA, which, asl˜1, can be a large
negative number. For this reason the distribution is hig
asymmetric and falls off quite slowly form,0.

One performance measure for teleportation is the fide
between the target state for modeB and the actual state tele
ported. We will calculate the fidelity for the transported sta
after the appropriate number displacement operator
acted. This is defined by

F~m!5 zB^cuc̃ (m)&Bz2, ~46!

where uc̃ (m)&B is the teleported and displaced state at
receiverB, given a photon number difference measurem
result,m, at the sender,A andT. The fidelity is given by

F~m!5H ~12l2!

P1~m!
e22uau2U(

n50

`

ln
uau2(n1m)

~n1m!! U
2

, m>0

exp@2uau2~12l!2#, m,0.
~47!

The fidelity is plotted in Fig. 2 fora56 and two values ofl.
We see that forl˜1 the fidelity is very close to unity unti
there is a chance of obtaining a positive photon-number
ference that exceeds the average photon number in the t
state we wish to teleport. However, we see from Fig. 1 t
this is likely to happen with rapidly decreasing probability

Given the current difficulty of realizing a photon-numb
displacement operator, it is of interest to determine the fid
ity when no attempt is made to displace the final state. If
assume that the target state is a coherent state with ampl
a, the fidelity when the results of the photon-number diffe
ence measurement is zero,m50, is

F~0!5e2uau2(12l)2
. ~48!

If we note that the mean photon number in the entanglem
resource shared byA and B is just that for a squeeze
vacuum state,n̄SV5l2/(12l2), we may write the fidelity as

F~0!5expH 2
n̄

n̄SV

l2J . ~49!

FIG. 2. The fidelity versus the resultm for the number differ-
ence operatorNT2NA for a coherent state in the target witha
56,l50.9 ~dashed! anda56.0,l50.99 ~solid!.
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942 PRA 60G. J. MILBURN AND SAMUEL L. BRAUNSTEIN
This indicates that when the mean photon number in
entanglement resource is significantly greater than that in
target state, the teleportation has high fidelity. Indeed, in
limit l˜1, the teleportation for a resultm50 is perfect. Of
course the fidelity falls off ifmÞ0, unless we act with the
number displacement operator to shift the received stat
we do not~or possibly cannot! do that, the fidelity falls off in
a Gaussian-like fashion, which foruau@1 has a width that
scales like half the mean photon number in the target st
n̄/2. This is shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. The fidelity versus the resultm for the number differ-
ence operatorNT2NA when no attempt is made to displace t
teleported state conditioned in this result, for a coherent state in
target witha56,l50.9 ~dashed!.
, a

.J.
e
e
e
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te,

III. CONCLUSION

We have shown how the imperfect entanglement o
two-mode squeezed vacuum state can be used for telep
tion of an unknown quantum state for two different measu
ment protocols at the sender. One protocol is based
quadrature phase measurements and is suggested by th
that a squeezed vacuum state is an approximation of an
correlated state for quadrature phase amplitude variab
However, a squeezed vacuum state is also entangled
respect to the photon-number difference and phase sum
the two modes. This suggests a protocol based on num
and phase measurements at the sender. While such mea
ments are just beyond the reach of current experiment
quantum options, our examples suggest that a given
tanglement resource admits more than one teleportation
tocol. In the case of a squeezed vacuum state the quadr
phase protocol is simpler, based on current technolo
However, this may not be true for other entanglement
sources, or other realizations of the entanglement. In f
any perfect QND interaction between two systems is a
tential entanglement resource, and determining the best
portation protocol may be a nontrivial exercise.
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